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Abstract
This paper provides a framework, a series of challenges designed to enable you to articulate how well your
beliefs about teaching and learning align with your classroom practice. In establishing clarity of purpose
you become alert to any possible conflict between underlying beliefs and philosophical underpinnings and
are able to consider how your beliefs are reflected in your teaching. At the conclusion of these challenges, it
is expected that, you will be able to articulate and evidence your theory of practice and be well placed to
enter into the cycle of researching, teaching, learning, and/or emerge better informed and ready to rethink
current practices, any of these outcomes underpin quality teaching and/or research in education.
Keywords: professional knowledge of practice; reflection; teaching about teaching
Introduction
The particular aim of this paper is to demonstrate how to step into the cycle of research informing
teaching, teaching enhancing learning, and classroom outcomes informing research. A quality entry point
into this cycle comes from focusing attention against what our teaching is telling our students about the very
nature of our beliefs, or how we are theoretically and pedagogically situating ourselves, just as we do when
preparing a theoretical lens for a research paper. As argued by Trowler and Cooper (2010, p. 223), ‘all
practice is underpinned by theory, albeit tacit ... [and] practice based on explicit, rigorously evaluated theory
stands a better chance of being effective’.
The ability to articulate and evidence one’s theory of practice, or as described by Kenny (2010), a
Statement of Teaching Philosophy, sounds straightforward. In practice however many find it a rather
onerous task.
Research continues to offer advancements in educational outcomes. Involvement in a cycle of
researching, teaching, and learning, where no single component is more important than the next, not only
assists us as teacher educators to apply best practice but also to balance our teaching demands with those of
being ‘research active’. Research active is a term ‘used by the Australian federal government’s Department
of Education, Science and Training’ to describe and report on academic publishing output and is widely
used to determine academic worth (Hemmings, Rushbrook,& Smith, 2006).Given that researching and
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administration workload are noted as the most prominent factors discouraging academics from producing
referred publications (p. 324), it is easy to see a value in researching our teaching as a means to build
research output.
Researching our teaching, or ‘self-study’ (Loughran, 2007), heightens self-awareness of personal
teaching skills, strengths, and techniques. A teacher educator involved in self-study works to align teaching
intents with teaching actions (Loughran, 2007). In so doing they build an understanding of how it is that
students experience their teaching, and are able to use ‘the idea of credibility as a motivating influence’
(Berry, 2004, p. 1308).
Though prominent in this paper, the notion of self-study is really an aside to this article’s main
purpose. Indeed the aim of this paper is to engage you the reader to challenge your alignment of theory and
practice. Self-study as a process is noted here really to pique interest, to add an additional layer of worth to
you engaging with the following material. The work presented here is designed to enable what LaBoskey
(2004) outlines as just one of the “many reasons, epistemological, pedagogical, and moral/ethical/political
for the methodology of self-study” (p. 821).
Background
At global, national, and/or state levels, educators continue to be challenged to improve provision and
delivery of teacher education (Teacher Education Ministerial advisory group – Action now: Classroom
Ready Teachers 2014, Krause & Coates, 2008,Kuh, Cruce, Shoup, Kinzie&Gonyea, 2008, Parliament of
Australia, 2005). Many tertiary providers are addressing this demand by authentically situating or
contextualising fundamental teaching and discipline principles within the higher education curriculum
(Kift& Field, 2009). These providers take every opportunity to make explicit the assumptions or problems
encountered in the process of learning. They do this by engaging students, in-situ in a critiquing and testing
of implicit strategies, using reflection in action (Schön, 1987). Reflection in and on action relates to what in
the 1930s Dewey called inquiry: thought intertwined with action (Schön, 1995). In practice today, it is about
acknowledging that reflective practice underlies scholarship and it is about testing ‘the validity of the
practice knowledge derived from the initial situation’ (Schön, 1995, p. 31).
When teaching mathematics education at La Trobe in the first-year of a four-year degree, we invite
our students to consider the social and cultural community of practice in which the teaching and the learning
is embedded, and we work to ensure curricula is delivered within rich learning environments (Donnison,
Edwards, Itter, Martin, and Yager, 2009). The contextualisation, the valuing of a systematic development of
units of being alert to addressing a need, enables us to create ‘activities and conditions likely to generate
high quality learning’ (Australian Council for Educational Research [ACER], 2008, p. 1). We model a belief
that authentic practice relies on our ability to articulate or demonstrate the impact on our practices of our
personal beliefs about teaching and learning and in so doing we share with our students the benefits of
engaging in a community of inquiry.
A major part of this work is in being clear about personal philosophical foundations. For as McCall
(2009) argues, teachers engaging in philosophical discussions as they teach offer learners of all ages a
powerful means to build critical thinking skills. This point is crucial when establishing experiential learning
opportunities, as philosophical assumptions and principles underlie our actions, judgement, and emotions.
With our aim being to lead by example, to be explicit in demonstrations of our beliefs and how these
beliefs impact on our teaching, we take all opportunities to articulate and justify our actions. We offer our
students opportunity to engage in discussions that explore pedagogical approaches. For only then can we
encourage our students to unpack how well these approaches align with accepted teaching and learning
styles and with personal beliefs and attitudes (Sharrock, Begg,&Mandinach, 2014). However, it must be
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noted that, making explicit our perspectives ‘is difficult if our philosophies are tacit rather than well
considered and [if] we have not consciously considered how our practice links with our philosophy’
(Sharrock, Begg,&Mandinach, 2014, p. 67).
And so we return to the challenges contained in this paper - challenges designed to have you both
identify your philosophy and demonstrate how it works to shape your professional conduct. Once you are
able to articulate your beliefs about effective teaching and learning you will be well-placed to draw ‘on an
ever-growing body of research informed knowledge, … [and] to share understanding of contemporary
approaches to teaching, learning, [and] assessment’ (Begg, Rodrigues, &Varughese, 2015, p. 8).
Challenges
To assist you to articulate your personal philosophy or stimulate thought and/or conversation on how
your philosophy underpins your work, you are invited to participate in the following six challenges. Each
challenge is juxtaposed with a Personal response, my interpretation of the question, with further points
specifically designed to encourage Added discussion and concludes with an overview of actual Class
outcomes. In addition, I have added a personal mind map at the paper’s conclusion to diagrammatically
demonstrate how I addressed each challenge (see Fig. 1). This image is included not to show you what your
map should contain rather as a demonstration of one person’s representation, one person’s effort to address
the challenges set. This work not only contextualises my response in relation to current teaching actions but
also demonstrates how to extract further reflection points to share with peers.
Challenge 1: Alignment
Begin creation of a mind map. For this challenge write on a blank page a short description of your
personal philosophy of teaching/learning.
Personal response: My personal philosophy centres around one key principle: that learning involves
both thought and action in context. I therefore subscribe to learning theories that promote
contextual/situated, negotiated building of knowledge, where beliefs and understandings are reinforced as
vital to learner engagement and knowledge construction.
Added discussion: This personal philosophy and how it impacts on my teaching and curriculum
design is frequently and openly discussed with approximately 270 first-year pre-service teachers. Through
engaging them in often unplanned situated discussions on given positions at given times, we work together
to enhance our frames for understanding. As we examine and contest meanings, we bring background
features of our work to the forefront. We provide a collaborative learning environment (Steier, 1995), where
new meanings have opportunity to emerge and where we learn to respect each other’s voice.
When working with first-year pre-service teachers the first challenge is to have them engage, to get
them involved in the negotiation of knowledge. Generally, they come to my mathematics classes with an
expectation that they will be precluded from participation in the dialogue. They consider the subject matter
as fixed. The first challenge, which aligns to issues discussed by Gergen (1995), is to move their focus from
believing their work is to store facts and theories to a focus on having them value opportunities to work as a
community to communicate their insights on the application of knowledge. What they find is that they are
expected to work outside the confines of the traditional maths domain, to develop skills for dealing with
complex circumstances, to be open to broad conversations on teaching, on learning, and on maths, and to be
open to a process of continuous reflection (Kolb, 1984). Where learning occurs through ‘acting and
observing, doing and being, telling and listening’ (RaberHedberg, P. 2009 p. 10).
From our first encounter, I demonstrate how my beliefs are reflected in the teaching learning
activities I set and through the assessment mechanisms I use. As a class we discuss their involvement in
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what is potentially a new way for them to consider and enact authority. Fairly quickly my position of
authority changes, from one built on academic status, what I know, to one earned through discursive
methods, where as facilitator or coordinator I demonstrate how to produce language by engaging them in a
range of discussions about what it means to be a teacher and what it means to teach.
As an aside, my work also assists colleagues, particularly those teaching theories of learning, as I
provide evidential practice of how one philosophical position is enacted. Or as discussed by Gergen, (1995,
p. 36), I offer opportunity to challenge how well an educational dialogue is ‘wedded … to the circumstances
of application’.
Class outcomes: Years of work focussed in this area allows me to appreciate what Trowler (2015, p.
6) describes as the significance of ‘fit … what is achievable in this place’ and to value the need to carefully
think ‘through the character of recurrent practices in place’. Which means, every year I get a bit better at
working in this manner and every year as a consequence the pre-service teachers get more deeply involved
in the learning teaching environment. Each year there is a firm cohort of students who find difficulty in
sharing reason and or who are uncomfortable with the idea of the distribution of power as a pedagogical
practice. These students are not obstacles to growth, indeed they are incredibly important to the process as it
is their dialogue that opens the class to reflective inquiry. In encouraging them to share their inter-personal
conflicts we are all able to use deliberation to test educational theories and principles.
Challenge 2: Link philosophy and content with pedagogy
Select just one element that you consistently use in a subject that you teach ‘x’ (for my example this
is how and why I use Interactive White Boards [IWBs] you might use a set text, a way to engage
learners in group work, a computer program,...). Leading off from this heading address the three
following points on your mind map:
a. Why do you use ‘x’?
b. How? To what extent is how you use ‘x’ reflective of your philosophical position, for example
how does the content surrounding ‘x’ support your position?
c. Student perceptions, do you expect your students might perceive this work differently?
d. Now where possible link each of these points to your philosophical statement.
Personal response: a. Why: Research reveals that universities are grappling with the transformations
required “to cope with the challenges and opportunities posed by information and communication
technologies [ICT]” (Breen, Lindsay, Jenkins, & Smith, 2001, p. 95) and that IWBs are just one aspect of
this challenge. As discussed in Campbell and Martin (2010, p. 69), ‘IWBs … are large touch-sensitive
boards connected to a digital projector and to a computer’.
b. How: In semester one the first-year pre-service teachers are introduced to IWB technology in ICT.
In semester two, in Mathematics Education [EDU1WM], they further develop their understandings when as
a part of class presentations they often action the technology within carefully planned contexts and connect
why and how they used it in within pedagogically focused discussions.
c. Student perceptions: In making the link between first and second semesters explicit pre-service
teachers have opportunity to value the cross curricula uses of IWB technology. They have opportunity to
question the impact of using this technology on pedagogy and on classroom outcomes, and opportunity to
question the use of the IWBs and indeed other teaching aides in context.
Added discussion: The increase in access to IWBs in schools creates the expectation that future
teachers will be well versed in providing an efficient, effective and seamless integration of this technology
into lessons across the curriculum. Of course how we use IWBs reflects what we value pedagogically. For as
discussed by Ernest (1995, p. 484), pedagogy is ‘a theory of techniques for achieving the ends of
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communicating or offering the selected knowledge or experiences to learners in a way consistent with these
values. For example, when integrating IWB technology into my mathematics classes I know new users of
IWBs require an investment of time, training, and independent exploration.I also realise a need to engage
them in discussions around: how I use the boards; how I sequence the learning; and what I takeinto
consideration in terms of the foci of the board.
Class outcomes: In my mathematics education classes, each first-year pre-service teacher conducts
and is assessed on an individual 15-minute presentation, where they are encouraged but not directed to
include use of the IWB. Pre-service teachers are supported pre-presentation through clear direction and free
time to engage with this technology (Campbell & Martin, 2010). Some use the IWB as part of their
presentation to connect with Government curriculum documentation and or other mathematically based web
sites, or access research data, use flip charts, share power point presentations and so on. Some use the boards
to demonstrate how mathematical problems are solved and or provide examples of common misconceptions
in mathematics and other elements of mathematical misconceptions. At the conclusion of their presentations,
they are challenged to demonstrate how their teaching facilitated learning opportunities and to discuss the
learning they believed occurred as a result of their work. They work to address Brady and Kennedy’s (2010,
p. 54) point that ‘the way students learn is as important as what they learn … [and they connect to the idea
that] learnings are multiple, however singly focused the intention’ (2010, p. 150).
After each presentation discussion focuses on how the pre-service teachers arranged content and how
they established foundations for teaching. Using the IWB example, dialogue would cover not just the
spectrum of ways an IWB can be used in a mathematics class but also highlight unique connections between
the way we want to teach, what we believe, and what we value as educators: in other words, we develop a
shared understanding of what the IWB offers pedagogically. These contextualised discussions link
pedagogical approaches with different styles of teaching and learning (Martin, 2012).
Challenge 3: Using, defending and reflecting
Using responses to the previous two challenges, you are now asked to add depth and breadth to your
mind map. Create a heading to:
a. Defend pedagogical teaching and learning implications when using ‘x’. and
b. Reflect on the reason for using ‘x’, (sub-headings the way your students use ‘x’, what they learn
in terms of – is it just that they learn to use ‘x’ or are they also connecting how they use ‘x’ to
broaden learning-based issues).
Where possible, link each of these points to your developing mind map.
Personal response: a. Pre-service teachers are directly challenged by peers and/or by myself during
classes to include activities with resources, of which the IWB is considered to be just one. So, there is no
direct requirement that the IWB be selected. Regardless of the resource they must contextualise the value of
selecting and using it by articulating what they consider to be the value of their resource to their teaching
content, to learners’ ability to grasp the mathematics under investigation; and to their teaching style.
b. In terms of the IWB, pre-service teachers often become particularly involved in discussing how
beneficial the IWBs are in constructing and deconstructing mathematical equations and how this process
assists in negotiating understandings. This dual reflecting and defending focus enables consideration of how
the learning is integrated into a subject, how it is sequenced, what the benefits are, and what if any are the
hidden messages associated with the work.
Added discussion: The relevance of the information and the reasoning behind presenting it this way
challenges how useful the resource is in building opportunity for class and or small group discussions. Preservice teachers are challenged to not only display technical competence with the IWB, demonstrating ways
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to creatively capture the attention and imagination of class members, but they must also provide and defend
pedagogical reasoning of practices.
Class outcomes: Discussion usually focuses on the faster pace IWBs offer in numeracy lessons. We
discuss teachers quickly flipping between screens as different aspects of an algorithm are demonstrated.
Discussion focuses on the impact this quicker pace has on both learners and teachers, particularly in terms of
it limiting a learner’s opportunity to respond to questions, or the impact it has time wise on their ability to
articulate any degree of uncertainty. In particular, we consider the added requirement for a teacher to
develop sharp questioning skills to elicit understandings in this quite rapid environment.
Of great interest, we find that by using the IWB, particularly in a whole class situation there is a need
to consider the teacher’s position in the classroom, a class where the teacher is up the front seemingly in
charge of the learning. It is important to consider how this positioning impacts on the learning environment
through unspoken demonstrations of ownership, separating the learning from the actions in which it is
embedded. We also discuss how these issues change when the IWB is used with small groups of students.
Small collaborative groups may offer a greater scope for the negotiation of meaning as learning is usually
slowed giving every student the chance to contribute. Of course, while a small group scenario fits better with
social learning ideals, there are still pedagogical implications, such as how proficient the student/s are in
operating the IWB, which impacts on how engaging the tasks are.
Challenge 4: Expectations, Outcomes and Evaluation
Create a heading to demonstrate:
To what extent does ‘x’ promote resourcefulness and agency? Then as needed, add as a sub-heading:
How could it/they be further developed to do so?
Where possible link each of these points to your developing mind map.
Personal response: In unpacking issues around just one of the multimodal resources, as we learn to
teach mathematics, we have situated and highlighted the value of resourcefulness and human agency. In
designing lessons around the IWBs, first-year pre-service teachers have contextualised opportunity to
consider Glover & Miller’s (2001) three levels of IWB use:
1. Teachers are able to draw upon a variety of ICT-based resources without disruption or loss of
pace.
2. Teachers can extend learning, using more engaging materials to explain concepts.
3. Teachers can create new learning styles stimulated by interaction with IWB.
We have created opportunity to work as a community of learners to consider how well teachers value the
need to constantly challenge and question students’ levels of understanding and to highlight a need to be
alert to hidden messages, such as demonstrations of who owns the knowledge.
Added discussion: Because these issues are considered during specific teaching episodes pre-service
teachers are well positioned to discuss not only the value of the resource to the learners but also the
pedagogical implications associated with how the resource is employed. Pre-service teachers have
opportunity to act with agency, as emphasis is placed on how power structures in the classroom play out and
the implications of that on different social practices, as discussed by Filer (1993).
Class outcomes: While not all of the first year pre-service teachers are educationally ready for
exploring and redefining boundaries, they do become increasingly aware that there is more to using IWBs
than whether or not the IWB is connected to a computer and ready to use. As they are invited via episodes of
shared-thinking to consider teaching actions through a broader perspective than that of an isolated learner,
they also become alert to what Wertsch (1998, p. 65) describes as ‘sociocultural situatedness of action,
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power and authority’. Indeed, many traditional boundaries become blurred as evident in the following
quotes from pre-service teachers discussing the impact of classroom opportunities on their developing
teaching practices:
“Now I’m thinking about the needs of all of my students more than just thinking about what I need to
do.”
“Teaching is much more intense than I thought. I have to not only think about what I’m doing and
why, but also how I’m doing it and then is iteven useful to them.”
“Everything you do is important when you’re in a classroom.”
Through the classes the pre-service teachers learn to engage and share alternate ways to view actions and
reach goals. They have opportunity to engage in quite high-level communication, sharing language,
exploring creative interaction. Many argue that the work undertaken is difficult for first-year students, that is
too big a learning curve, however their claims are undermined as the subject itself rates high in student
satisfaction data, averaging 4.3 out of 5 over the last 6 years.
Challenge 5: Assessment
List three(3) assessments regularly used in your classroom and add them to your mind map. Where
possible link assessments to ‘x’
Where possible link each of these assessments to your mind map.
Personal response
1. Self-assessment
2. Peer-assessment
3. Teacher-assessment
Every pre-service teacher completes a fifteen-minute presentation, on which they are assessed on a variety
of factors, including how well they used resources such as the IWB. After each pre-service teacher-led
presentation, all class members participate in providing feedback, so there is an instance of Self, Peer, and
Teacher assessment. There are grades awarded for how aware the self and peer assessment relates to what
occurred, as well as a separate grade awarded by the teacher to the presenter on the quality of the
presentation, content, teaching skills, overall presentation. As expected, tying assessment grades to the task
encourages commitment, focuses attention, and promotes quality.
Added discussion: The ability to triangulate the assessment outcome is significant to building the
final grade for the presentation. Everyone writes their assessment piece and hands this work to the teacher
before the lesson concludes. Then there is a group discussion led by the teacher where the presenter’s selfassessment is marked against what the lecturer/teacher observed and against what their peers recorded.
Before the next tutorial, student assessments are each graded by the teacher against pre-disclosed criteria. As
everyone in the class has their assessment judged against that of others, triangulated, there is wide consensus
of outcome.
Class outcomes: As a class everyone is aware that the assessment mechanisms used combine to
demonstrate that each participant is either in line with those of the class majority or they must be ready to
clearly justify an alternate view. And while it has been the case that the only person in the classroom who
thought their presentation was exemplary was the person presenting, this outcome is far from being a
concern. A well-argued discrepancy is a most welcome discussion point during episodes of weekly grading.
Discrepancies provide a legitimate focus on the assessment design as the triangulated assessment system, as
used in these classes, removes the teacher from being the sole adjudicator. In a case such as the one
discussed here, if a pre-service teacher is ready to question a grade they understand that they must prepare
their argument. They have the option of talking to the lecturer in private or and this second option is
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encouraged if the pre-service teacher is deemed confident enough and willing to share, to everyone during
the next class. Either way, their argument is compared to that of the majority of the learning community, and
specific arguments relating directly to what the presenter was marked down on is usually found and
mentioned more often than once in the volume of data collected.
As a teacher I am aware that carefully designed assessments engage learners with the learning and
the resources provided. And as discussed by James (2008, p. 12), I support the idea that ‘assessment can and
should take the central role in curriculum design because it's one of the first things students look at … it
defines the curriculum for them’. The assessment mechanisms discussed here drive the activities, and this is
not unusual.
Challenge 6: Reflection
Take time to now consider your mind map. This diagrammatical account of your philosophical
position exposes core values and demonstrates how/if you are able to bridge the relationship
between theory and practice. Write a short narrative on how confident you are that there is quality
alignment between your teaching practice and your personal philosophy of teaching/learning.
Personal response: Personally I am confident, through this exercise of evidence building, that I
have a continually developing skill at building learning communities. I work to find ways to demonstrate my
belief that quality learning comes from building knowledge and doing things with others. I argue that
collaborative group work is a strong way to facilitate thinking through action and the classes I establish
work designed to demonstrate how action modifies a situation, which in turn changes the initial thinking.
Added discussion: By reflecting on our action we are able to demonstrate skills that are often
difficult to describe. Then by engaging in dialogue about these actions we open opportunity to explore
learning through reflection-in-action (Martin, 2012, Smyth, 1987). You may offer learning by conveying
facts, an ‘apprenticeship of transfer’; or see teaching more as a process to ‘transform’ to develop
interrelationships and make explicit complexities, whatever your beliefs they are important.
Class outcomes: In articulating our goals we improve our own understanding of what we are doing
and why. We position ourselves to question our actions and to assist all learners to make sense of the
practice they are involved in. In taking the time to think and talk through these points we perhaps better
understand the value of considering how research-informed practice reflects what we are doing in our
classrooms, what we are doing in education.
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Figure 1. Mind map

Outcome
h
positioned yourself to begin to write what
at Kenny (2010) refers
In creating your mind-map you have
to as a Statement of Teaching Philosoph
phy (STP); a statement that reflects your beliefss vvia direct connections
to practice and student learning. Havin
ving a STP means that as you teach you are eequipped to draw on
foundational understandings about belie
liefs, about the goals of education, to demonstrate
ate clarity in classroom
decision-making (Feinberg &Soltis, 200
004).Being able to integrate foundational knowled
edge into your practice
enables you to address what Biggs (200
003) describes as a critical need for contextualisa
lisation of principles to
the teaching context. He goes on to argue
arg that "wise and effective teaching is not ...
.. simply a matter of
applying general principles of teaching
ing according to rule: those principles need adapting
ad
to your own
personal strengths and to your teachingg context."
c
(2003, p. 6).
While the formation of a person
onal and theoretical philosophy of education rem
emains as a continuing
process of development it is importan
ant to value where you are today. That in und
nderstanding the basic
premise of your beliefs, or by establish
shing a strong foundation on which to act, to tea
teach, to research your
teaching and/or to research student learn
rning, you situate yourself to teach with integrity.
ity. For example, in the
context of reforming teacher educatio
tion, there is great benefit in considering thee impact of personal
educational philosophy on how well you
y enact shared understandings of university
ty wide strategies and
goals, and how you model effective teac
aching and learning practice.
If there are clear contradiction
ions between your beliefs and your teachingyyou have potentially
highlighted a paradigm issue and as a consequence
c
given yourself insight on how to grow professionally.
Through engaging with the challenges set
se out in this paper you have developed evidence
nce of how your beliefs
impact your teaching and how you treat
at your learners.
Education in the 21st century iss about
a
enabling rather than instructing and as a cconsequence you are
expected to provide learning opportuni
nities that are more tangible than theoretical. A
Any alignment issue,
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between your values and your actions, means you will not be able to model best practice. The benefit in
highlighting this issue is that you now have opportunity to target research on specific areas of educational
paradigms. To consider what you value in tertiary education and how you can ensure that you are well
placed to offer a partnership between yourself and your students
If there is alignment, then it is valuable to share your expertise in ensuring pre-service teachers
understand how education is structured, promoted, governed, and enacted (Wideen, Mayer-Smith, & Moon,
1998).
Conclusion
By having you engage in a series of challenges, I have encouraged you to become conscious via
intellectual effort and “through praxis — through the authentic union of action and reflection” to value
establishing foundational understandings (Freire 1970, p.48, in T. Popkewitz, 2013). Of course building a
STP, takes time and we need to acknowledge that it is influenced by a need to operate in and understand the
current teaching context, espoused by the university or school in which we work. Many of the pieces to the
puzzle are now at least on the table, if not in place, as you have now considered how your teaching reflects
your beliefs.
Personally I feel comfortable that my teaching continues to evolve. I see that it involves both thought
and action in context. The work environment I create is contextualised; the class members work together to
negotiate knowledge, and beliefs and understandings are valued in the process of knowledge construction. I
feel able to engage pre-service teachers in conversations about their philosophy as it develops and as they
find ways to act in accordance with their beliefs. Indeed, I feel well positioned to engage pre-service
teachers in what Meyers and Nulty describe as ‘experiences which are authentic, real-world and relevant;
constructive, sequential and inter-linked; that require students to use and engage with progressively higherorder cognitive processes; … and, which provide challenge, interest and motivation to learn’ (2008, p. 10). I
want to enhance the professionalism of all classroom participants, and so we return to the beginning … of
great importance to peers needing to build research profiles, the confidence I have from my Statement of
Teaching Philosophy pushes me to add to current research on communities of practice, on pedagogy and the
practice of teaching, on exploring the what, the how, and the why, and to further analyse learning outcomes,
and to continually evaluate my teaching practice.
The enormous benefit of being alert to your personal teaching philosophy is that, through this lens,
of personal beliefs and values, we are each able to direct and guide our teaching practices (Soccorsi, 2013).
We are well situated to answer student and peer questions and engage in educational community debate on a
multitude of issues about the purpose of schooling, a teacher's role, what should be taught and by what
methods. We position ourselves to research and to better challenge or to better understand modern
challenges in subject design and pedagogy and the basic assumptions concerning what constitutes quality
learning and knowing.
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